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Abstract: Ion beam deposition (IBD) is typically the method of choice for the manufacture of Bragg
reflectors with extremely low levels of optical loss. As one example, gravitational wave detector
mirrors require high-reflectivity, through use of multilayer dielectric coatings, that necessitate subppm absorption over large area. However, the Brownian thermal noise of typical coating materials,
due to the mechanical dissipation, remains too high to enable future gravitational wave detectors to
fully reach their quantum-limited sensitivities. For this reason, the University of Strathclyde have
pioneered a new IBD process, to extend the available parameter range during manufacture, in
addition to providing additional potential benefits. This technique utilises electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR) plasma generation, and an extraction geometry which yields a cleaner and more
precisely controlled extraction for generating an energetic ion beam for sputtering. This technique has
been used to fabricate the lowest optical absorption amorphous silicon in the world; k=1.2x10-5 at
1550nm, a factor 100 lower than standard RF-IBD. The presentation will also highlight how the
bandgap of HfO2 films can be further extended, relevant to laser damage performance, in addition to
the manufacture of high sp3 content diamond-like carbon (DLC) for possible use in biomedical
implants.
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